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Until today, over hundred hospitals Swiss wide know the APDRG (all patient diagnosis related group).
With the Swiss wide introduction of a new hospital financing system – the Swiss DRG – in 2012 the hospitals are reimbursed per case and not per inpatient day. The present project has two parts, a theoretical
legal analysis and an empirical part. The empirical part investigates the impact of Swiss and international law in practice. What we intend to do in our project are analysis of legal aspects concerning DRG
as a form of rationing and the risk of discrimination. How can DRG create a form of more or less visible
rationing? Since DRGs reimburse hospitals per case and not per inpatient day, hospitals will benefit from
a high case load of patients who stay less than the average hospitalisation length for a given diagnosis
related group. This may lead to forms of cost shifting, including to what is called exits“. From a legal
point of view rationing is problematic because it interferes with fundamental rights of persons. Although
Switzerland‘s federal law does not contain a right to health, the fundamental right not to be discriminated
against is strongly protected in the Swiss constitution (BV 8), as well as in jurisprudence and other legal
provisions. An almost unavoidable consequence of DRG based hospital reimbursement seems patient
selection because hospitals intend to minimize the risk of bearing the costs of “ (means patients who
stay longer or require more costly treatment than the average DRG pays).
Project-transversal questions that will also be examined are firstly how decisions in the hospital management concerning health care costs are presently taken, and how much control experts, as well as
single hospitals or their managers have about details relevant for just and equal access to health care.
Secondly, the influence of cantonal and or federal law on the decision making of experts and hospital
managers will also be studied.
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